
Tailored Design

At Tuxton we recognize that the creative talents of today’s chefs go 
well beyond the production of adventurous and innovative 
cuisine. Every chef craves to be recognized for their own creative 
style which is defined by their culinary skills and plate presentation. 
We share that same passion! 

StudioTux is a new design platform that will allow chefs to take a 
presentation design idea and turn it into reality. Creative and 
imaginative chefs can custom tailor their dinnerware like an artwork 
through the StudioTux platform. Whether it is picking an existing 
Tuxton item and applying a custom glaze for a provocative appearance, 
or courageously designing unique items, the Chef is the artist and 
we provide the canvas.
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Custom Capabilities

What is StudioTux?

Think of StudioTux as your personal workshop. Tuxton has always 
provided the capabilities to apply custom logos and graphics to a 
majority of our products. We have also made it possible for 
customers to mix and match different colors from our existing 
glazes to virtually any Tuxton stock items. StudioTux further 
expands the design possibilities beyond these limitations by letting 
our customers custom tailor their own unique ceramic designs 
and explore color glazes beyond our current color palettes.

How does it work?

Minimum order requirement is 12 dozen per item. A $500 
development fee will be assessed for each custom designed 
item.

Tuxton will provide an initial quote based on custom design 
specifications from the customer. Pricing for custom items 
will depend on the design and colors. A 3D rendering will 
be generated which will allow us the ability to make quick 
alterations if necessary. A production sample will then be 
submitted to the customer for final approval in approximately 
3-4 weeks. Lead time will be approximately 90 days from 
the time we receive the confirmed purchase order.
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